NCCM® Premier Yellow
The Proven High-Value Nonwoven Roll

The yellow original—outstanding in technical features, performance and service life

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

INTRODUCTION
The renowned NCCM Premier Yellow outperforms any other nonwoven roll in the world and has been a world-class benchmark for 25+
years! With applications such as wringing, oiling, de-oiling, blank washing and more, the Yellow roll is custom-engineered to succeed
in multiple industries and applications. Features such as long life, repairability, fluid control and high coefficient of friction contribute to
the Yellow roll’s dominance.
®

Individual discs of special fiber boned together
with a tough, flexible adhesive

Maximum outside diameter/inside
diameter roll 647,7mm (25.5”) OD;
457,2mm (18”) ID
Minimum outside diameter/inside
diameter roll 50,8mm (2”) OD; 25,4mm
(1”) ID

SPECIFICATIONS

NONWOVEN ADVANTAGE
Unlike rolls made from traditional materials, NCCM nonwoven rolls are compressible. The void volume allows compressive
forces to dissipate more efficiently, resulting in superior performance.
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FEATURES
NCCM Premier Yellow nonwoven rolls are a
value-add in countless metal sheet processing
applications in primary metals and automotive
stamping plants. They are designed to replace
traditional roll coverings such as rubber, urethane, other nonwovens and various fabrics.
Four key factors separate NCCM nonwoven rolls
from the competions’ products. These features
stem from NCCM’s proprietary bonded sleeve
construction.
®

Repairability

HIGH COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION

Long Life

High coefficient of friction reduces metal strip slippage and hydroplaning and increases grip on the product. Many nonwovens list
this feature as a strength, but the NCCM® Premier Yellow excels in this feature above and beyond other nonwovens.

Fluid Control
REPAIRABILITY
The NCCM® Premier Yellow can be repaired and
reground. When repairing a roll, NCCM is often
able to replace sections instead of the full roll,
saving companies from wasted time and money
purchasing and waiting for a whole new roll.

FLUID CONTROL
An increase in fluid control means less fluid usage, a lower likelihood of water spots on the strip and a consistently higher-quality
product. Fluid control can be precisely determined and controlled with the NCCM® Premier Yellow roll.

LONG LIFE
Several characteristics, such as repairability and
self-healing, contribute to the NCCM feature of
long life. When a roll lasts longer, fewer rolls
must be purchased to replace them. The long
life of the NCCM® Premier Yellow roll is paired
with consistent performance, saving companies
downtime and replacement costs.
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APPLICATIONS

MARKETS
OEM
Manufacturing Technology—World class from pre-sales to after sales

Long life, higher quality performance and non-marking capabilities contribute to the NCCM®
Premier Yellow’s appeal for OEMs. Additional value is found in the deep technical design competence we bring to each new roll build based on broad application engineering knowledge.
Our service does not end with an order being supplied; with our global presence and comprehensive network, we also provide on-site installation support and local follow-up service for
each new roll installed around the world.

PRIMARY METALS
Sheet, Coil and Tube Processing—Upgrades in process line efficiency you would not imagine

Our products excel in the primary metals market due to unmatched long life. This feature leads
to more line uptime and fewer operating, maintenance and unplanned downtime costs. The
NCCM® Premier Yellow roll delivers increased fluid control and upgraded surface quality as
well as increased line speeds and decreased manufacturing costs.

LINES

AUTOMOTIVE
Blank and Coil Washing—Outstanding in long life and precision oil film control

NCCM® Premier Yellow blank washing rolls provide excellent cleaning and oiling of blanks to
prevent costly quality errors later on in the stamping process. NCCM’s nonwoven rolls last 2–5
times longer than any other nonwoven. Other products claiming to have long life will cease to
perform well as time goes on, but NCCM nonwoven rolls maintain their initial “new roll” performance throughout their whole life (up to 5 regrinds). This consistently superior performance
achieves oil film targets to the lowest requirement of below 1 g/m2.

NCCM® Premier Yellow
Blank Washing Rolls

NCCM® NT Feeder Rolls

INDUSTRIAL
Metals Processing and Materials Handling—Use the unique features of high-tech nonwovens to make
your products better

NCCM nonwoven rolls lead multiple markets, and the same high performance is available
for industrial applications. NCCM nonwoven rolls used in simple oiling applications provide
a precise solution for previously uneven oil application and result in less oil waste. Whatever
the material handling or industrial needs, find the solution with NCCM Company.
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Global Locations
We continue expanding across the globe to fulfill our goal of servicing your rolls locally around the world.
NORTH AMERICA

EUROPE

Global Headquarters and Manufacturing

European Plant, Service Center and Sales Office

NCCM Company, LLC
2555 Prairie Drive
River Falls, WI 54022 | UNITED STATES
+1 715-425-5885 - Phone
+1 715-425-5874 - Fax

NCCM Roll Technology, S.L.
Vial Nord, 9 Nave 1
08170 Montornés del Valles (Barcelona) | SPAIN
+34 93-518-18-56

ASIA
China Sales Office
Room 1933, No. 755, Huaihai Zhong Road,
E. Building of New Hualian Mansion
Shanghai, 200020 | CHINA
+86 021-54503002
Greater Asia
+49 151-2540-4346

International Sales Office
Im Diebesgarten 1
35066 Frankenberg/Eder | GERMANY
+49 151-2540-4346
INTERNATIONAL VALUE-ADD DISTRIBUTION AND
ROLL SERVICE NETWORK
Contact sales@nccmco.com to connect with your local
VAR, distributor or roll service center.

An NCCM core value is to reduce our global environmental footprint through
lean processing and green technologies resulting in cost savings to our
customers.
Product Use: All statements, technical information and recommendations contained in this document are based on tests or experience that NCCM® believes are reliable. However, many factors beyond NCCM®’s control can affect the
use and performance of an NCCM® product in a particular application, including conditions under which the product is used and the time and environmental conditions in which the product is expected to perform. Since these factors are
uniquely within the user’s knowledge and control, it is essential that the user evaluate the NCCM® product to determine whether it is ﬁt for a particular purpose and suitable for the user’s method of application.
Warranty and Limited Remedy: Unless stated otherwise in NCCM®’s product literature, packaging inserts or product packaging for individual products, NCCM® warrants that each NCCM® product meets the applicable specifications at
the time NCCM® ships the product. Individual products may have additional or different warranties as stated on product literature, package inserts or product packages. NCCM® MAKES NO OTHER WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,
INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY ARISING OUT OF A COURSE OF DEALING, CUSTOM OR USAGE OF TRADE.
User is responsible for determining whether the NCCM® product is ﬁt for a particular purpose and suitable for user’s application. If the NCCM® product is defective within the warranty period, your exclusive remedy and NCCM®’s and
seller’s sole obligation will be, at NCCM®’s option, to replace the product or refund the purchase price.
Limitation Of Liability: Except where prohibited by law, NCCM® and seller will not be liable for any loss or damage arising from the NCCM® product, whether direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential regardless of the legal theory
asserted, including warranty, contract, negligence or strict liability.
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